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Why Parents Need to Cruise the Streets at Night
Every generation laughs at the old fashions, but follows religiously the new.
- Henry David Thoreau, "Walden", 1854
New fashions, seeming to defy the passage of time, tend to reﬂect old fashions of three decades ago. The reasons
for this are obvious. Designers don't have to think of anything creatively new because by the time the fad buyers
of one generation have outgrown their gotta-have phase, the next generation has taken its place.
Fashion itself is a peculiar industry where predominantly gay designers create designs for anorexically-thin size
zero heterosexual models, presumably to be copied by rip-oﬀ designers who "design" for massive chain store
clothing outlets.
Teenaged girls, in their eﬀort to look attractive to the opposite sex, wear clothing best suited for prostitutes who
walk the streets in the evenings. Their fashions bear striking similarities.
The thinking of the girls--mass hysteria in full blast as they try to be up with or slightly ahead of the crowd--is that
prostitutes know the kind of clothing that attracts men. That thought link is not direct, but ﬁlters through one or
more layers of designers at clothing manufacturers who ensure that the clothing is just inside the line of
acceptability for most parents who shell out the cash for their body-peddling kids.
Theoretically, parents should be able to cruise the streets where prostitutes hang out at night to see what teenage
fashions will be popular in the coming months.
Especially if you're the parent of a teenage daughter. Either you will know what she will want to buy or you will
know what she is desperately trying to avoid, but losing personal popularity by doing so.
Bill Allin
Turning It Around: Causes and Cures for Today's Epidemic Social Problems, striving to keep it real and up
front.
Learn more at http://billallin.com/
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